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Topics

• Historical remarks
• What can models do/ not do?
• What type of model to use
• What can we offer to public health?
• Challenges for future pandemics



Flattening the curve



First model with public health impact

“As a matter of fact all epidemiology, concerned as it is with variation of 
disease from time to time or from place to place, must be considered 
mathematically (…), if it is to be considered scientifically at all. (…) And the 
mathematical method of treatment is really nothing but the application of 
careful reasoning to the problems at hand.” 

Sir Ronald Ross 
in The Prevention of Malaria, 1911

Do we really need modelling in epidemiology?

• Discovered lifecycle of malariaparasites
• 1902 Nobelprice Medicine 
• Ross developed one of the first mathematical models in 
• infectious disease epidemiology. 

1857-1932

Public health impact: use of vector control to fight malaria



Pioneers in mathematical epidemiology
W.O. Kermack, A.G. McKendrick
A contribution to the mathematical theory of 
epidemics 115 Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A, 1927

W.O Kermack A.G. McKendrick
1898-1970 1876-1948
biochemist physician

SIR model



Transmission rate x duration infectious period

SEIR model for COVID-19
Includes an exposed state: persons who are infected, 
but not yet infectious
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Deterministic compartmental models

• Homogeneous mixing
• Constant infectivity
• Exponentially distributed time in compartments
• Large numbers in every compartment, no stochasticity

Properties and assumptions => limitations

Advantages: mathematical tools available; flexibility

Hethcote HW. A thousand and one epidemic models. 
In Frontiers in mathematical biology 1994 (pp. 504-515). Springer

Many variants of SIR-type models have been developed



• Norman Bailey
• Klaus Dietz
• Roy Anderson, Bob May
• Odo Diekmann

1991 20121957

Important contributions



Role of modelling for public health?



Smallpox modelling
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Model answers to bioterror threat

Planning for smallpox outbreaks 
Neil M. Ferguson, Matt J. Keeling, W. John Edmunds, Raymond Gani, 
Bryan T. Grenfell, 
Roy M. Anderson and Steve Leach
Nature 425; 16 Oct 2003

A new situation: 
Contingency planning has to rely on historical data for the
analysis of control options in present society. 



Modelling has influenced research agendas and policies

2011 20142009

Granich et al. Lancet 2009



Heesterbeek et al. Science 2015

Cycle of model development



Endemic versus epidemic infectious diseases

Endemic disease:

• Prevention/vaccination/screening
• Compare different strategies
• (Long term) Effect on prevalence
• Cost effectiveness

Long time scale

Epidemic disease:

• Predict future course
• Estimate parameters from outbreak 

data
• Assess intervention impact
• Monitoring

Short time scale



Cori et al 2017
Key data for outbreak
evaluation

Data needs



Interpreting surveillance data

SymptomaticInfected
Generalpopulation

General
Practices

Hospital

Infected (sero-respons):
symptomatic+a-symptomatic

Exposed (measured/modelled)
Infected + Non-infected

†

Laboratorie
s
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General
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Hospital
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Mortality data

Notification data

Serosurveillance data



Can we predict the course of an outbreak?

Science 5 Sept 2014



September 2014Ebola outbreak

Meltzer MI, et al; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Estimating the future number of cases in the Ebola epidemic--Liberia and Sierra
Leone, 2014-2015. MMWR Suppl. 2014 Sep 26;63(3):1-14.



WHO Situation report Sep 2015.

Observed and Projected Case Incidence.
Ebola epidemic curve

28.000 Ebola cases (suspected+probable+confirmed), 
11.000 deaths

September 2015



What can models do?

• Explain observations
• Compare interventions
• Estimate key quantities
• Link data from different 

sources
• Lead to testable 

hypotheses
• Help set up intervention 

trials

Lloyd-Smith et al. Science 2009



Infectivity and time of symptom onset

not controllable

Time since infection

infectivity

Symptom onset

Secondary infections
controllable

θ 1- θ

Fraser et al, PNAS 2004

no control

control

SARS-COV2



Variable infectivity and transmission before symptom onset

SARS-CoV2HIV

Ashcroft et al 2020



Basic reproduction number R0

Definition
R0 is the average number of new cases of an infection caused by one 
case in a population of susceptibles

Determined by
• Duration infectious period
• Contact rate
• Transmission probability per contact

Threshold value
R0 > 1 : infected person causes more than one new infection: 

Þ epidemic outbreak
R0 < 1 : less than one new infection Þ epidemic stops



Garnett STI 2002

Time dependent reproduction number R(t)



From: Public Health Measures and the Reproduction Number of SARS-CoV-2

JAMA. 2020;323(21):2186-2187. doi:10.1001/jama.2020.7878

Use of R(t) to monitor impact of interventions

Estimate Rt from incidence 
and generation time 
distribution



Use of R0 to estimate critical vaccination coverage 

What vaccination coverage is needed for elimination?

Vaccinate fraction p at birth Þ fraction (1 – p) still susceptible 
Þ Rp = R0(1 – p)

Control successful if 

Rp < 1        Þ p > 1-1/R0



Herd immunity

vaccinated

Breaking transmission chains

Indirectly protected

infected

susceptible

immune
after infection

elimination

persistence

Critical vaccination fraction p

𝑝 > 1 −
1
𝑅-



Examples

Measles:
R0=18
𝑝 > 1 − !

!"
= 94.4%

Smallpox:
R0=5
𝑝 > 1 −

1
5
= 80%

WHO strategic goal:
Measles elimination by 2020

Smallpox successfully 
eradicated



Herd immunity 

Measles in NL:     R0 » 18 
p > 94%

vaccination coverage » 95%

If well-mixed, susceptibles protected by 
herd immunity

In NL susceptibles clustered
Outbreaks every 5-6 years



Estimates of R0 for 2009 influenza 

Biggerstaff BMC Inf Dis 2014



Pooled estimate: R0=3.32  (CI 2.81, 3.82)

Based on data 
from China

Other estimates in the 
literature have similar range
between 2.3 and 3.5

Estimates of R0 for SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan strain



Netherlands: introduction of conjugate vaccine against 
pneumococcal infections into NIP

Health Council advice 2002: 
“De commissie concludeert dat de kosten van vaccinatie tegen pneumokokken bij de huidige 
vaccinprijs en vergeleken met andere programma’s voor primaire preventie hoog zijn”.  

=> pneumococcal vaccine not cost effective



Health Council advice 2005

What happened in between?

=> pneumococcal vaccine cost effective





Modelling approaches
• Deterministic compartmental models (SEIR model)
• Compartmental models with heterogeneity (e.g. age), 

metapopulations
• Network models
• Within-host between-host models
• Agent based models

From Colizza et al 2007



Areas of application of modelling
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• Transmission modelling
• Risk assessment foodborne diseases
• Exposure modelling
• Dose response modelling
• Spatial spread and risk mapping
• Multicriteria decision analysis
• Disease burden estimation
• Economic impact assessment

Modelling applications at RIVM

Kretzschmar. J Publ Health Policy 2020



Burden of infectious disease in the Netherlands

Since 2014 Annual report 
“State of infectious diseases in the Netherlands”
à Estimation disease burden >32 diseases

6 sexually transmitted infections
11 vaccine-preventable infections
11 foodborne diseases
4 respiratory diseases



Summary measure of population health
Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) to express the burden of disease 

Burden of infectious diseases ! 7-10-201937

DALY =   YLL  + YLD
Years of life lost due to mortality Years of healthy life lost due to disability 

= Σ (d x e)
d – sum of all fatal cases
e – remaining life expectancy 

at age of death

= Σ (n x t x w)
n – number of cases
t – duration of illness
w – disability weight

Introduced by Murray & Lopez 1997: Global Burden of Disease Study



Average burden of infectious diseases 2017 - 2020

For Covid-19 the burden is for 2021



Covid modelling work done in Utrecht

• Impact of self imposed measures and awareness on epidemic spread
• Effectiveness of contact tracing and isolation/quarantine
• Effects of school closure on epidemic spread
• Effects of universal testing strategies
• Impact of loss of adherence to measures during vaccination rollout
• Testing and quarantine measures at schools to reduce transmission
• Effectiveness of corona pass for reducing transmission

Communication to members of advisory team for ministry of health
Communication to media 



Challenges
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Special issue Epidemics:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/epidemics/special-issue/10DM7ZPJKM9



Interplay epidemiology and pathogen evolution

Grenfell et al Science 2004

Grenfell et al 2004



Trends in compliance behaviours.

Liam Wright et al. J Epidemiol Community Health 
doi:10.1136/jech-2021-217179

©2021 by BMJ Publishing Group Ltd

Changes in 
behaviour: difficult to 
include in model

Example:

No difference observed between
vaccinated and unvaccinated

Longitudinal study in UK



SARS-CoV-2 in different countries



For discussion in this workshop

How can we contribute to support present and future public health 
policy?

• Enable more communication between modellers and policy makers
• Making advanced methods accessible
• Educating the public about aims other than prediction
• Develop ideas for translational research
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